COVID-19
Modelling
Glossary of Terms

This glossary relates
specifically to the Public Health
Agency of Canada (PHAC)
COVID-19 modelling efforts,
which include a publication
in Canada Communicable
Disease Report (CCDR) and
the interactive model.

Agent based modelling: Mathematical model that measures
the actions and interactions of independent
‘agents’ within a system
Asymptomatic: People infected with COVID-19 who never
develop any symptoms of the disease but can spread it

Contact rate reduction: The percentage of minimized
interactions between susceptible and infectious people
since implementation of actions to reduce the spread of disease
(scenarios: 0%-50%)
Contact trace effectiveness: Speed and accuracy of correctly
identifying new persons with disease
Contact trace implementation day: The day that
contact tracing was used in relation to the start of
community transmission
Daily incidence rate: The proportion of population that gets
COVID-19 each day
Deterministic compartmental model: Mathematical model
of infectious disease dynamics

Attack rate: Percentage of population that has COVID-19

Enhanced contact tracing: Rapid identification, testing
and isolation of people who had an interaction with someone
who has COVID-19

Basic reproduction number: (R₀), Expected number of new
cases generated from someone who has COVID-19

Enhanced testing: Measures such as speed, effectiveness and
volume of testing in identifying disease

Contact rate pre-intervention: The daily interactions
between susceptible and infectious people before physical
distancing was required

Enhanced testing implementation day: A day that testing
was done more rapidly in reference to the start of community
transmission

Recover/removed: People who had COVID-19 but either no
longer experience symptoms and do not transmit the disease or
have died
Epidemic curve: Refers to a graphical representation
of the progression of COVID-19 spread over a population

SARS-COV-2: The severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 that is responsible for COVID-19

Exposed heading to quarantine: Number of people who
have been infected with COVID-19 and are isolating in place

Severe hospitalized: The development of severe
disease symptoms in a person with the disease that require
hospitalization (average 3 days after infection for COVID-19)

Exposed: People who have been infected but are not yet
infectious

Social distancing: Maintaining quarantine and physical distance
from others

Exposed quarantined: Number of exposed persons who are
sent to quarantine per day as a result of contact tracing

Social distancing duration: Length of time in limiting
interactions and keeping two metres apart

Infected isolated: People who are infectious and are in
quarantine or isolation

Susceptible: People who have not yet been exposed

Infectious: People who have the disease and can transmit it
Infectious period: The time (10-day average for COVID-19)
when spread from infectious to susceptible people can occur
Intervention: Measure taken to reduce and prevent the spread
of disease
Latent period: Time interval between infection and ability
to transmit disease (average of 4 days)
Non pharmaceutical interventions: Actions that people,
communities and governments can take in order to slow the
spread of an infectious disease
Pre-symptomatic: People who are infected with the virus
but are still developing the disease and do not yet experience
any symptoms (typically 1-2 days before symptom onset for
COVID-19)
Proportion of cases detected: Percentage of COVID-19 cases
that are identified through contact tracing
Proportion severe: Percentage of population who have tested
positive and display extreme symptoms of COVID-19
Proportion symptomatic: Percentage of population who test
positive and display symptoms and have COVID-19

Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Recovered curves:
Graphs of disease parameters
Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Recovered model:
A method of simulating the flow of people between four specific
states during the outbreak of a disease
Symptomatic mild: People who test positive for COVID-19
who display little in the way of symptoms
Symptomatic severe: People who test positive for COVID-19
and display extreme symptoms
Time for test result: The interval between testing for
COVID-19 and finding out the outcome
Time to contact trace: The interval (1-7 days) between
identifying a person with COVID-19 and tracing their contacts for
quarantine
Total attack rate: Percentage of population that gets infected
from COVID-19
Transmissibility with contact: Probability (.029-.035) of
spreading the disease through close contact, depending on
the expected number of new cases directly generated by each
person with COVID-19 (2.9, 3.2 or 3.5) and the number of daily
interactions before social distancing measures (Average of 10
contacts per day)

Mathematical modelling was conducted by the Public Health Agency of Canada.
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